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The rank of a subset X of the free monoid A* is the integer min ( 11’1: X G I’* ). We establish some 
properties of the rank in connection with some operations on the sets. 
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z-241. 
Le rang d’un sous-ensemble X du monoide libre A* est l‘entler min i 1 YI: X G I’*). Nous ttablissona 
quelques propri&t& du rang quant aux op&-ations entre ensembles. 
Introduction 
The famous theorem of defect [4] says that if a subset X of the free monoid A* is 
not a code, then the basis Y of the smallest free submonoid containing X (i.e. the free 
envelope of X ) satisfies the condition 1 YI <IX I. 
In [2]. similar statements were established for other families of sets than codes, such 
as prefix, biprefix, f.d.d. sets (cf. Cl]). 
In [3], a comparative study between the following three concepts is done: 
the free envelope f. of X, 
~ the unique factorization extension U of X, i.e. the smallest submonoid which 
contains X and in which the elements of X *, the submonoid generated by X, can be 
factorized in a unique way. 
the sets Y of minimal cardinality such that XC Y*. 
The authors establish the inequalities I YI <IL/ < ILI. 
Given a subset XE A*, we define its rank as the minimal cardinality r(X) of a set 
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Y such that XC_ 1.“. II is elementary (or independent) iff‘ I.(.%’ ) is equal to the 
cardinality IX 1 of .Y. othcrwisc X is simplitiable (or dependent). 
This paper is in fact the third of a series where we study the properties of our notion 
of rank. In the first one [6]. we established that given ;I finite set .I’. and an arbitrary 
integer k. deciding whether I’( X ) < I, is an N P-complete problem. In our second paper 
[7]. \vc introduced a notion of maximal independent set (resp. minimal dependent set) 
and in connection with that. \ve defined the deficit of a finite set X c A * as the integer 
I?il-/.(,Y). 
Here. our purpose is to examine the properties of the rank with regard to some 
operations on sets. and especially to rational operations. 
In Section I, wc prcscnt the definitions and fundamental results that we shall USC‘ in 
the proof of our results. Some simple inequalities concerning the union and the 
intersection of sets are presented in Section 2. In Section 3. we bound the rank of the 
concatenation product of two sets X, 1.. WC also study necessary conditions such that 
the rank be equal to the lower bound. As ;I conscqucncc of the results of Section 3. and 
of the theorem of defect. we pro\e in Section 3. that for all the nowero positive 
integers II. the rank of .Y” (in the scnsc of the concatenation product) ih equal to r.(X ). 
which is in fact trivially equal to r.(S *). In Section 5. we define the composition X j’ 
(a generalization of code composition) of t\vo sets X and I’and we prove that for ever) 
positive integer II. there exists ;I set X such that the dill‘erence r(.Y )- r.(X X ) is greater 
than II. 
1. Preliminaries 
<liven ;I finite alphabet .4. we denote by .A * the free monoid it generates. The 
elements of .3 arc /~ffc~r..\. the clcmcnts of .-I * are \~orrls. For any word \VE .4 *. 1 \\.I 
denotes the length of \\‘. i.e. the number of occurrences of letters of ,4 in u’. The word of 
length 0 is the empty word. denoted by 1:. The set of all nonempty words is denoted by 
.-1+:/l+=.4*-;r:;. 
For arbitrary subsets .Y. 1’ of .4 * we denote by X 1’ their (concatenation) product: 
XI’= ;.\-JE.-l*: .\.E.Y. \‘E 1’; and by .Y * the submonoid generated by X. The r.~lior~tr[ 
o/w,‘rlliorls are the concatenation product. the operation * and the union. In this 
paper. we sometimes \vrite .Y + 1’ instead of ?i u 1’. Moreover. we set X + = X * ~ i I I. 
X1.-‘= ;IIE.~*: ~(.Y.J,)E,Y x I’. .Y=I/J.) and .I’ ’ 1’= :IIE.4*: 3(-Y. J)EX x 1.. J=lr.Y;. 
Let ..I. B be t\vo tinite alphabets. let .Y G .4* and let 1.~ B*. The sets X and 1. are 
c,or~~po.strh/~~ (in this order) iff /X / = 1 BI. If (p is ;I bijection of B onto X which extends to 
;I morphism up :B* + ,I *. the set q( Y ) is called the c~w~/wsitior~ of X by I’. (cf. [ 1, p. 7 I] 1 
and denoted by 1. .Y. 
We denote by l.Y! the cardinality of .Y. We say that X is /UY$Y (.wji.~) ilT 
.Y n ‘Y.-l ’ = 1) (‘4’ n .-l ’ .I’ = 0). A 5ubsut is hi/wc~/r.~ iB it is prefix and suffix. 
Given a word w, we denote bq f&,~(\l,) (pwf’( n.)) the set of all /&~ro~s (prx~fi.~-c~.s) of 11‘. 
i.e. of all the words u such that ~vEA*uA* (N,EuA*). We set~~cr(X)=u,,..fuct(w), 
and ulph(X)=~ucr(X)nA. 
X s A * is a code iff for all the pairs of finite sequences (.x1 ,. . . , x,) and (y, , . . . , y,) of 
words of X. the equation Y, . ..Y~ = y, . .y,, implies in = n and xi = yi ( 1 < i < m). 
A word 11’ is called prirnitite iff ~3 = Y” implies n = 1. Let X, Y c A * be two arbitrary 
subsets. Then X is ,fix~torixhle over Y iff X G Y*, i.e. iff every word of X can be 
factorized into words of Y. 
There are actually two notions of rank. Usually, the rank is defined as the size of the 
base of a word semigroup. In our paper, we shall adopt the following notion: Given 
a subset of words X, the runk of X is the integer: 
r(X)=min/IYI: XL Y*i. 
The present definition is the same as that of degree in [3]. 
A set X is elcmenttrry (or dependent) iff r(X)= 1x1. 
Given a word \c=N, . ..(I.. we call firctorixtion scheme every finite sequence of 
./&-t(w), (u~)...(u,,) such that H’=u~...L~~. For a given subset T such that WET *, we 
denote by /\\.IT the smallest integer p such that lv=ul...uP, with Ui~T (1 <i<p). 
Let < be a total order on A. We define the associated Iesicoyruphic order as the 
order recursively defined as follows: Denote by p(u) the first letter of a word SEA ‘. Let 
II, VGA*. We have L~<C 8 one of the three conditions holds: 
U,P#E, p(u)<p(~.) and p(u)#p(r), 
~ u,z*#E, p(u)=p(r) and p(u)-‘u<p(u)-‘L.. 
1.2. A biprefisit~~ property 
The following property is a direct consequence of the defect theorem [4, 23. 
Proposition 1.1. Let X he a,finite subset ofA*. [f’X is not a code then there exists u code 
Y such thut the jbllowing holds: 
~ X is ,&torixhle 011 Y; 
IYI<IXI-1. 
As a direct consequence, if X is not a code then r(X ) d /XI - 1. The following 
property is established in [Z]. 
Proposition 1.2. Let X he a jifinite subset of A*. If X is jirctorizuble ocer Y then there 
exists u hiprqfi.y set Y’ such that the,ftillowing holds: 
~ X is,fuctorixble OH Y’; 
~ IY’l6IYI. 
As a consequence, if r(X)= k then there exists a biprefix set Y such that r(X)= I Y]. 
The following lemma is known as the property of equidivisibility [S]. 
2. Intersection and union 
The following property comes from the detinition of the rank. It exprcsscs the fact 
that the function .Y+v(X ) is increasing. 
Note that if rr/p/l(X)ncl/p/~(t’)=O then we ha\,e ~(Xu1’)=~(.Y)+~(I’). 
Example 2.1. Let .4= (1. 2. 3). X= i 123. 231. I I I). I’= 12323. I1 1 I. We have 
I’( X )= 2. Indeed. the set of minimal cardinality which factorizes X is [ I. 23;. Clearly. 
wc also have I’( I’)=?. Moreo\cr. r(Xn }‘)=I.( I I I I t )= I and r(A’u I’)=?= 
r(X I=,‘( 1.1. 
3. Concatenation product 
Proof. Let .Y’G.~* and I”cil* such that XsX’*. I’G}“*. v(X)=lS’/ and 
r( Y)=l Y’I. Since X.~‘C(X’U I”)* we obtain 1.(X Y),<r(X )+I’( 1.). 
The proof of the first inequality is a consequence of the following lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let III = 1.X’ / and II = / k’l. Assume. without loss of generality. that 
II < 01. Arrange the elements of X and 1. in the lexicographic order: 
~ ifmin{IXI,IYI}=n=l thenwehaveIX.YI=IXI=IXJ+IYI-1,andweobtainour 
inequality. Then we can assume ~32. 
- Suppose that Y contains two words J‘ and J” with lyl= ly’l. As a direct consequence 
of Lemma 1.3 we have: 
(3.1) Assumr lyj=l~,‘l. !f~,#y’ tllrn XynXy’=@. 
Since n32, we have iX.Yl~lX.(y, ],‘)I. According to (3.1), we obtain 
Since IX 13 I Y 1, we have IX. Y 13 IX I + I Y I and our inequality follows. 
As a consequence, we now assume that 1~‘~ I < Iy2 I < ... < 1~~1. The sets (X - {.Y~ ]).y,,, 
(s,y, I, {.llyz ),..., ~(.Y~J’~]. are pairwise disjoint; thus, the cardinality of their union is 
m- 1 $11. Moreover, this union is included in X. Y. Consequently, we obtain the 
inequality (X. YI 3 IX I + I Yl- 1. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 (concki~n). (a) Let Z be a biprefix code such that X. YsZ*, 
with v(X.Y)=IZl. Given a word XEX (YE Y), we denote by 2 (z’) the longest prefix 
of .Y (suffix of J,) which belongs to Z* and we set u1 =;- ‘.x (u2 =JF ‘). Clearly, 
if :=E (?=E) then ~1~ =r (u~=J’). Let U,,Uz be the corresponding sets 
of the words u1,112 thus constructed. By construction, for every pair of words 
(u,, uz)EU, x uz, there exists a pair of words (2, ?)EZ* x Z* and a pair of words 
(.u,J)EX x Y, such that s=zll, and J’=u~:‘. Consequently, we have sy = zul uzz’ and, 
since Z is a biprefix set, we obtain u,u~EZ*. By construction, u1 and u2 are, 
respectively, prefix and suffix of words of Z and, since Z is biprefix, we obtain uI u~EZ. 
Let ZO=Z-CJ,.Uz. 
(b) Clearly, we have XE(ZUU,)*~(U,UU~UZ~)*; hence,r(X)61U,uU21+IZOI. 
According to Lemma 3.2, we have ~U,uU2~~IU1~+~Uz~~~U1.Uz~+I. Conse- 
quently, we have r(X)<IU,.U21+lZ,l+1 and, since Zo=Z-U,U2, we obtain 
r(X)<IZI+ 1; thus, /Zl3v(X)- 1. 
Symmetrically, we have IZI 3 r( Y) - 1; thus, r(X. Y ) = IZI 3 max [r(X ), Y( Y) ] - 1, 
which completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. 0 
3.2. Lmvrr hound 
It is of interest to examine the sets X and Y such that 1 X. Yl =)X I + 1 Y I - 1. We 
obtain the following result. 
Proposition 3.3. Let X, Y he t~‘o subsets qf’ A* satkjjing the propert)> 
IX. Y) = / X / + I Y I - 1. Th ow of the two jbllmcing conditions holds: 
min(IX1,IYl)=l 
- there exist three ,rmds x,p,y~A* such that X = (fiu’- ‘: 1 <i< IX I} and 
Y= (~?~;a: 1 <i<lYl). 
Proof. We saw in the proof of Lemma 3.2 that if min (/XI. 1 Y/ i = I then 
1 X. I’ = /A’ / + 1 )‘I - 1. Assume now that min I 1 A’ /. I I7 1 1 > I. 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.2. we set )?I= 1.X’ /,II = 1 Yl. with rl<r~ and WC arrange the 
elements of X and Y in the lexicographic order: .\-, < .y z < < _Y,,, and 1‘, d J‘? < < J‘,, 
Clearly. if ,j> I then for all the integers i~[l,t~], we have .I,J~~#.~~J~,,. Hence, the 
cardinality of the set I.\-, .I’~. _ Y,J‘,~ !u j.v7~~,,, . x,,,~‘,, I IS m + II ~ I. According to the 
hypothesis IX. 1’1 =U+II- 1. we have (.Y,J‘, ,.... zl~‘,, i u[.\.?J. ,,..... s,,,~‘,,) =X 2’. Hence. 
every element of X k’ is clearly ;t word of the form either z,J’~ or .xi~‘,,. 
This means that given an integer i~[l. 011. there exists an integer i’~[ 1. III] such that 
y, .I ,, , = Y,,.J’,,. Moreover if four integers i. i’.,j.,j’ satisfy the equalities _yi.~‘,,_  =zi.j’,, 
and .I,.!‘,, , = .Y ;,.J‘,,, with i< j. necessarily we must have i’<j’. 
Consequently. .y, . . .s,,,. j’,, , . J’,, satisfy the system of equations: 
Solution of system (3.2): According to Lemma 1.3. since I.\.,,_, / < ~J‘,J. there 
exists a word TE.+! * such that J’,, = XJ’,, , and .v, =.I, 1 x. If WC set \‘, =[i. we obtain 
.\‘, = /U ’ ( I e i ,< 111). 
A symmetrical argument proves that .yl. _y2, J‘]. . . . . J’,, satisfy the system of 
equations: 
The solutions are: 
This completes the proof of our proposition. 
Given two sets .Y. 1’~ A *. the following proposition gives a necessary condition to 
obtain r(X.~‘)=max[r(X).~(Z’)I -1. 
Proof. Assume. without loss of generality, that r(X )a~( Y ). Let Z be a bipretix set 
such that X. I’&Z* with lZl=~(X.k~); thus, IZ/=V(X)- I. Consider the sets 
Z,,, C;,. 6, defined in the proof of Theorem 3.1. If IU 1 .U,l+ I > IL’, 1 +Ili,l then we 
have r(X )<IL:I.U21+IZ,,J+ I and r(X)- 1 <lZl=~(x.Y), which contradicts the 
hypothesis~(X.Y)=max(~(X).~(Y))-I. 
In fact. the converse of the previous result is false. as indicated in the following 
example. 
Example 3.5. Let A = {u, h ), U,={a), U,=(b), X=UIUzUI, Y=U2U,Uz. We 
have IU,U,I=IU,I+/U,l-1, but r(X.Y)=IX.YI=l, r(X)=r(Y)=l and, so, 
max{r(X),r(Y)}-l=O<r(X.Y). 
However, the equality r(X.Y)=max{r(X),r(Y))--1 holds for sets X and Y of 
arbitrarily large cardinality, as it is shown in the following result. 
Proposition 3.6. Given an integer n>O, there exist two subsets X, YC A* such that the 
following holds: 
~ IXl>n und IYl>n 
~ r(XY)=max{r(X),r(Y)J-1. 
Proof. Let ngN - 10, 1) and let A be an alphabet of cardinality n + 1: 
A= [u,, u2 ,..., a,,, b}. Given two subsets U,, U,G A*, we shall construct subsets 
X, Y, Z satisfying the following properties: 
(1) U,U,GZ, X~(ZUU,)“, Yc(ZuU,)*, XYcZ*, 
(2) r(Z)=r(XY)=n, r(X)=r(Y)=n+l. 
Consider the sets: U1 =ala,+a,a,+ . ..a.-,a,+a,u, and U,=(b). We set 
(Clearly, we have IZI=IU11+IU21--1.) 
(a) r(Z)=n. Let T be a biprefix set such that ZG T*. Different cases may occur: 
~ uIu2b and a,a3b are, respectively, factorized over the schemes (a,a2)(b) and 
(a,u,)(b). 
~ aluzb and a2a3b are, respectively, factorized over the schemes (a,)(a2b) and (a203b). 
_ u,a2b and a2a3b are, respectively, factorized over the schemes (aI) and 
(az )(a3 )(b). 
~ a,a2b is factorized over the scheme (a,a,b) and u2a3h is factorized over one of the 
schemes (a,)(a,b) or (u,a,b). 
In all cases, the factorization of Z-(cr,u,b} over Trequires at least laIa2bl,+n- 1 
factors; thus, r(Z- ~u,,aIb})3n. According to (2.1) we obtain r(Z)=n. 
Note that if ia,u,bl,=3, then we have T=A; thus, ITI=n+l. We have, in fact, 
T=A iff (u,,u2j~T. 
(b) r(X)=n+ 1. Let Tbea biprefix set such that Xc T*. Let X1,X2 and X3 be the 
subsets of X whose elements use, for the factorization, some words belonging to 
A +bA ‘, A ‘b + bA + and b, respectively. We have the following: 
(3.3) X2 #8 implies X,=0 and X, =0, 
X3 # 0 implies X2=8 and Xi =0. 
Let -Y.-Y’ be two different words in X,. let uE,fircT(.Y)nA + hA + and let 
r,~,/icc,f(r’)nA ‘/IA ‘. According to the construction. WC have 11 for’. Hence, the 
factorization over T of the set X, uses at least IX, 1 factors belonging to A’hA +. 
Assume that X2#@ In this case, the word (~,,~~htr~lr.~ cannot belong to X2. 
(Otherwise, WC have LI,,U, E T* and oio2~ T*. which contradicts the biprefxity of T. 
Symmetrical arguments with the words ~~,,rr,hrr~rr~~. o,,o, htr,rr, and ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ also 
lead to contradict the biprefixity of T. 
Since ~r,,tr,htr,tr.~$S~. we obtain 
This means that the factorization of ,I’? over T needs 1X2/ factors belonging to 
‘4 ‘huhA + and IX21 factors belonging to ;I (A- (hl)+. thus at least 21 X,j factors. 
Finally. we obtain 
Assume that X,{ #O. The decomposition of X, over 7. necessarily needs the factor 
h and II factors belonging to .4 ’ : thus. j Ti >, II + I. 
Consequently. we have r.(X ) = II + I. 
(c) I’( I’)= II + I. Assume that 1’~ 7‘*. with T bipretix. Since JET. one of the t\\o 
following cases must occur: 
o,02 is factorized over the scheme (o,c/~) and 7’= Ihj u 1(/1(/Z. L/~L~~..... u,,u, I. 
(~,tl~ is factorized over the scheme ((I, )(tr2) and T= jhl u.4. 
In both cases we obtain 11‘1 = II + 1. 
(d) r.(X I’)= II. Sincc all the bvords of <Y 1’ are in fact the concatenation product of 
two or three elements of Z. WC have X Z’CZ*: thus. r-(X Y)< I%1 =II. Now it follows 
from Theorem 3. I that I’( X I’) 2 max I r(,Y ). I’( I’ ) 1 ~ I = II. I ~ 
4xRanks of X” and . \ Y* ‘ 
As ;I direct consequence of Theorem 3. I. for ;I given subset X of ,4* we have 
I’( .Y )- I <I’( A’ ‘)<r( X ). By induction. WC can generalize these inequalities to obtain 
r(X)- I <v(X”)<~(~Y) (112 I). However. the following statement gives a much 
more precise result. 
Proof. Let % be :I biprefix set such that X&Z*. with r(X”)=lZl. Since X”SX *. 
trivially we have ~‘(,k”‘)<r(X ). So. wc must establish that r(X )<I.(.Y”). 
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Since X”=X”-‘.X, we may define the sets Z ,, , U, , U 2 as in the proof of Theorem 
3.1. Note that if U,=@, then also we have U,=@ and XsZ*. This implies 
r(X)dr(X”) and we have our inequality. We now assume U1 #0 and Uz#O. 
Since Z is a biprefix set, we have Ui n Z0 = 8 (i = 1, 2) (for instance, if U 1 nZ, #0 
then Z contains one of its prefixes). 
We now consider the intersection of the sets U 1, Uz. 
_ Assume U,nU,#0. Clearly, we have: ~UluUz~6~UI~+~U2~-16~U,.U~~. Since 
UinZ,=O (i=l,2), we obtain r(Z,uU,uU,)blZouU,uU,I~(ZoJ+IU1.U21= 
IZ]; hence, r(X)dlZI=r(X”). 
_ Assume U,n Uz =8 and consider a word .uEX-Z*. We have .x~U2(ZOu U, Uz)*; 
hence. .~“EU~(Z~UU~UU~)*; moreover, we have .?‘EX~~Z*. It follows that 
.u”E(Z~UU,)(Z,UU,UU~)* and, since Z,nU, =ZOnU,=O, Z,uU,uU, cannot 
be a code. According to Proposition 1.1, this implies 
Since Xc(ZOuU,uU,)*, it follows that r(X),<IZol+lUll+IUzl-l, and Lemma 
3.2 leads to the conclusion that r(X)dlZol+lU,U21=IZI; thus, r(X)<r(X”). 0 
4.2. Runk of X * 
The following result can be inferred from Theorem 4.1. Indeed, the proof is trivial. 
Proposition 4.2. For every set X G A* we huce r(X *) = r(X ). 
As a direct consequence of (2.1), for all the pairs (X, Y) of subsets of A* and for all 
the pairs (n, p) of positive integers, we have r(X”. YP)6r(X *. YP)<r(X *. Y*). In fact, 
we can have strict inequalities as shown in the following example. 
Example 4.3. Let HEN - {O, 1) and let A= { 1,2,3). Consider the sets 
X=(31”3, 31”2, 21”2} and Y=(l). 
The rank of X Y’ is: 
I 
3 if i~[l.n-11, 
r(XY’)= 2 if i=n, 
3 if i>n. 
Moreover, we have r(X*.Y*)>r(X.Y*)>r(X.Y’); thus, 
r(X*.Y*)=r(X.Y*)=r(X.Y’)=3. 
5. Composition of sets 
As shown in [X, p, 191. the class of elementary sets is not closed by composition. In 
terms of rank. WC shall establish the following result. 
Proof. (I ) The tirht claim follows from the detinition. Indeed. let cp: B+A’ be ;I bijw- 
tive mapping and let Z be ;i set such that 1’~ Z * and I’( I’)=lZl. Since (p( l’)z(ca(Z))*. 
we ha\,e r.(cP(}.))~jcp(Z)l~IZl=r.()‘). NOM since 1’C B*. we obtain 
r(cp( I’))</‘(c/?(B))=/‘(_Y t. 
(2) Ict ‘-1 = jil. /I. c.j and let .I. = ; h. cab. c~trh~lr;. C‘learly. 1%~ ha\e /q5)=2 
(X i :cL/. /I; * ). C’onGler the composition .I’ .I’ = cp(.Y ). where the morphism 
cp: A*+.A* is defined by (P(U)=/>. q(h)=c~r/h. c~(c)=c~c/hc~t/. SO. we hnvc 
.Y X = ) c,t/h. c~c/lJcrr h c,t//). c~c/hct/ h c?//l ~w/J(~t/ /I : and /‘( .I. .y ) = I (.Y G 1 c,trh ; * 1. 
Let us now consider I/ set4 .4, ( I <i < II) pairwise dis.ioint and such that 1 A,1 = 1 .A 1 
(Ididll). Set 2‘=u,_;< ,, .-l, and let .Yi be the subsets of .4f which correspond to 
X. We finally set .\’ = VI. ,. ,, .Y,. and \vc dcfinc the morphism cp: I*+\‘* b> 
(p(‘//) = l’/. cp(h, )= (‘, Cl, h,. tp(c,! ) = ~,,tr~h~~,,tr,. Thu composition .Y .Y i\ the 
set q(X,=U,. /I ,, :(,,t/,l,,. ((~,trj/),).‘. (c’, trih,)’ /, Since the alphabets .-t, are pairwise 
disjoint. we ha\c /.(.Y .Y I=\_, /. ,, ,.(~Yi .\,)=/I. Ho\+e\er. WC ha\,e 
r(X ,=z, 2 I, ,, r(.Y,)=2,1=lLl and, conseqlv3ltl!~. r(.\i )-v(.Y .y )>/I. 
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